TASMANIAN DEVIL® Lure Descriptions
Original and famous TASMANIAN DEVIL® is available in 3 sizes!
The original Tasmanian devil has proven itself effective World wide on a host of species, including brown & rainbow trout,
steelhead, walleye, pike, large & small mouth bass, salmon & tailor. Ideal for casting, trolling & jigging. Reaching depths of
up to 1.8m, the original Tasmanian Devil gets down to where the fish are.
LITTLE TASMANIAN DEVIL® 7 gram - 1/4 oz. (38mm)

The "Little Tassie Devil" is ideal for casting in small rivers and streams. Recommended trolling
speed of 4km/h (2.4m/h) is sufficient to provide the unique action of flicking and swaying from
side to side that will normally attract the most reluctant fish to strike. When Casting, vary the
retrieve rate by flicking the rod tip.
ORIGINAL TASMANIAN DEVIL® 13.5 gram - 1/2 oz. (52mm)

The "Tassie Devil" is the original of the three sizes that Wigston's Lures commenced
manufacturing in Australia in 1980. Performance as a trolling, casting, downrigging or
jigging lure is best described as a great all-rounder. Recommended trolling speed is 4.5km/h
(2.75m/h). The correct speed is indicated by a pulsating or nodding action of the rod tip.

BIG TASMANIAN DEVIL® 26 gram - 1 oz. (78mm)

The "Big Tassie Devil" is designed for larger fish and performs ideally as
a trolling, downrigging, jigging or casting lure. Recommended trolling
speed is 5.5km/h (3.5m/h) and the correct speed can be monitored by rod
pulse. Downriggers or lead core line can be used to increase trolling
depth.

New Dual Depth® TASMANIAN DEVIL®
A revolution in winged lure technology, the new Dual Depth Tasmanian Devil is capable of reaching depths similar to
those achieved when using lead core line. This is achieved by the innovation of two towing points. The first tow point
located on the head of the lure enables the lure to swim at 3.3m. The second tow point in the regular front position allows
the lure to swim at 2.2m. One of the most versatile Tasmanian Devil lures available.
DUAL DEPTH TASMANIAN DEVIL® 20 gram - 3/4 oz. (54mm)

Suitable for Trout, Salmon, Bass,
Steelhead, Redfin, Trevally, Tailor,
Queenfish & Flathead. Recommended
trolling speed is 3.5km/h (2.00m/h)

TASMANIAN DEVIL® has taken to the Salt!
These weighty metal versions of the Original Tasmanian Devil were designed specifically for surf & rock spinning, salt
water trolling & jigging. They enable fantastic castability and retreival through surf beach gutters or off the rocks when
fishing for salmon, tailor, tuna, kingfish, flathead, bluefish, trevally & other salt water species. Available in a 45g version in
red, blue or pink. And, in a 70g version in red, blue, green or pink with reflective holographic wings.
SALTY TASMANIAN DEVIL® 45g / 70g

Suitable for Salmon, Tailor, Tuna, Kings, Flathead and other surf species. From the boat
they can be trolled or vertically jigged for any fish that swims.

